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Where Our Graduates Go For Advanced Degrees
温肯毕业生留学深造去向

加拿大 Canada
多伦多大学 University of Toronto
布鲁克大学 Brock University
麦吉尔大学 McGill University

欧洲 Europe
荷兰阿姆斯特丹大学 University of Amsterdam
芬兰阿尔托大学 Aalto University
爱尔兰都柏林圣三一学院 Trinity College Dublin

中国China

瑞典斯德哥尔摩经济学院Stockholm School of Economics

宁波诺丁汉大学 University of Nottingham Ningbo China

瑞典乌普萨拉大学Uppsala University

昆山杜克大学 Duke Kunshan University

意大利博科尼大学Bocconi University

香港中文大学 The Chinese University of Hong Kong

德国EBS商学院European Business School

香港理工大学 Hong Kong Polytechnic University

美国 U.S.A.

罗切斯特大学 University of Rochester

香港浸会大学 Hong Kong Baptist University

哥伦比亚大学 Columbia University

雪城大学 Syracuse University

伦敦大学国王学院

香港大学 Hong Kong University

约翰霍普金斯大学 Johns Hopkins University

俄亥俄州立大学 Ohio State University

King’s College, University of London

香港城市大学 City University of Hong Kong

纽约大学 New York University

波士顿学院 Boston College

伦敦大学学院 University of London

香港教育大学 The Education University of Hong Kong

南加州大学 University of Southern California

密歇根大学安娜堡分校

爱丁堡大学 University of Edinburgh

澳门大学 University of Macau

布兰迪斯大学 Brandeis University

University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

格拉斯哥大学 University of Glasgow

凯斯西储大学 Case West Reserve University

杜兰大学 Tulane University

利兹大学 University of Leeds

伊利诺伊大学厄巴纳―香槟分校

威斯康辛大学麦迪逊分校 University of Wisconsin-Madison

诺丁汉大学 University of Nottingham

University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

本特利大学 Bentley University

布里斯托大学 University of Bristol

澳大利亚 Australia

南卫理公会大学 Southern Methodist University

普瑞特艺术学院 Pratt Institute

杜伦大学 Durham University

悉尼大学 University of Sydney

马里兰大学 University of Maryland

美国卡耐基梅隆大学 Carnegie Mellon University

华威大学 University of Warwick

澳大利亚国立大学 Australian National University

肯恩大学 Kean University

纽约州立大学石溪分校

昆士兰大学 University of Queensland

东北大学 Northeastern University

The State University of New York at Stony Brook

新南威尔士大学The University of New South Wales

华盛顿大学圣路易斯分校 Washington University (St. Louis)

加州大学尔湾分校 University of California, Irvine
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Editor’s note:

01.

How wonderful can youth be?
While collecting graduating students’ stories, we have witnessed many possibilities:
Among these students, one went to the United Nations and had dialogues with leaders
from various countries. Two students presented their papers in front of outstanding scholars
in their fields. One has returned from the steppes of Africa and continues to promote wildlife
protection. One has traveled through more than ten countries during his four years of
university life.
We are both impressed by their wisdom and courage, and their passion to interact with
societies of the world, expressing their concerns and opinions.
Wenzhou-Kean University is dedicated to the principle of “providing students with
different ways to develop”. Following this principle, these students have resolved challenges
by their hard work, and found their future directions.
The ten stories we present here are just a glimpse of the class of the 2018. It is our
intention, by sharing these stories, to inspire more WKU students to pursuit their dreams and
explore possibilities in their life.
And, to the class of 2018:
Graduation is not an end. It is beginning of the rest of your life.

		

Wenzhou-Kean University
Media and Design Center

Lou Minhui: Never regret the challenges of University.
Life: from inspiration to real action.

02.

Ding Yiqian: Hold on, the whole world will make way for you.

03.

Lu lu: A girl dedicated to research.

04.

Xu Jingjing: I have found a prairie in Wenzhou-Kean University.

05.

Shi Yichen: An Senior English Major Student’s Growth.

06.

Zhou Qi: Life in university is a time for cultivating one's wisdom and spirit.

07.

Zhu Kaiwei: Design, is my second language!

08.

Zhou Yilun: Make friends with ping-pong and become a better person.

09.

Zhao Jialu: Go where the heart leads with no hesitations.

10.

Zhou Yixiao: I am master of my life.
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Lou Minhui: Never Regret the Challenges of University
		
Life: from Inspiration to Real Action
Major: Marketing

Graduate Destination: University of Warwick

Written by Wang Shu, Translated by Pan Xiaoyun

became one of the four representatives.

7

and she will be studying intercultural communication for
business and professionals. She is not satisfied with just

In her first semester in of her senior year, Yuki attended

one degree and plans to study another graduate course

the General Assembly of the United Nations in New York

related to gender problems. Yuki desires to anything she

while spending her term in New Jersey. She shared

can and contribute every effort to promote progressive

Volunteer teaching in South Korea, live broadcasting

year, and she spent two months in South Korea volunteer

her everyday experiences during the meetings on the

change for support of gender equality and gender

from the United Nations Framework Convention

teaching. During her 2-month stay in South Korea, she

Wenzhou-Kean University official WeChat platform.

recognition.

on Climate Change in Bonn, attending the General

also served as an interpreter for the ambassador of

Yuki herself says “Everyone has his or her own

Assembly of the United Nations, and interning in the

Mauritius and his wife for the 1st Asian International Short-

responsibilities and duties in this age.” Attending two

Policy Research Office of Wenzhou Government -

Film Exhibition. Yuki traveled almost half of China with

United Nation meetings, Yuki has learned about many

Yuki( Lou Minhui) ’s university life is extremely fruitful.

admission office’s staff conducting dozens of counseling

social issues which are of significant international concern.

sessions. Yuki has always kept herself occupied with

She now is thinking more about the connection between

different activities.

the individual and the society with a more opened mind.

As a freshmen, Yuki was a student assistant for the
Student Career Development Center; she also was a

In February 2017, a recruitment announcement for the

In General Assembly of the United Nations, she

Student Ambassador. Outside the university, she was

Youth Center Leadership Project to the United Nations

met CEO of Ant Financial, Ms. Peng Lei where they

a representative attending the 6th University Scholars

Conference on Climate Change attracted her attention.

discussed “children’s education and women’s economic

Leadership Symposium in Hong Kong, and a participant

The internet interview was hard to pass, but with excellent

empowerment.” A Sri Lankan female scholar also shared a

of “Experiencing Survival” in Wuhan. She went to Ningbo

social and practical experience, Yuki successfully

case about promoting gender equality among poor women

Yangtze River Delta Business Forum in her sophomore

advanced to the face-to-face interview and eventually

in rural communities and traditional Sri Lanka plantations.
This sharing stirred a strong interest in gender equality
issues in Yuki’s heart.
Yuki started looking for data and cases to enrich herself
with more information on gender equality issues which has
kept her sharing positive thinking on this topic to others.
In March, she and eight other Wenzhou-Kean University
students went to Beijing to attend Women Economy
Summit co-organized by SCHSAsia and the American
Chamber of Commerce in China.
Yuki has received an offer from the University of Warwick,

Read More
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Ding Yiqian: Hold on, the Whole World will Make Way for You

experience that she could never learn from textbooks.

Written by Yu Ziqi, Translated by Wang Hanxiao

about the direction of her career. “I find that using interest

Major: Finance (international finance option)

Graduate Destination: Washington University in St. Louis

Her internship experiences caused her to think more

9

this trip, she met enthusiastic and friendly Americans,
enjoyed a comfortable life, and experienced the world’s top
education resources.

rate spreads to conduct international currency transactions
Ding Yiqian is a finance student from the class

Her GPA and numerous experiences looked impressive

of 2018 who is about to graduate from Wenzhou-

on her resume and graduate school applications. On

Kean University. As graduation approaches, Ding

campus Research Day, she presented an analysis of the

Di Yiqian’s thoughts changed a lot during her four years

She hopes to work as an intern in the United Sates after

Yiqian has received offers for graduate study from

Alipay platform. Additionally, she worked as an intern in the

in Wenzhou-Kean University. Through studies, activities,

graduation and take a formal job a year later. “If you stay

four universities: Columbia University, Washington

loan departments of both ICBC (Industrial and Commercial

and internships, she made many friends from all over

where you are, you will never know what the outside world

University in St. Louis, Australian National University,

Bank of China) and BEA (Bank of East Asia). Moreover,

the world. She likes to communicate with friends and

looks like, and how it can polish you.”

and The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

with the help of a tutor, she studied the FICC (Fixed

experience the interchange of ideas. Studying abroad for

income, Currencies & Commodities) of Morgan Stanley,

a master’s degree will be her first step to go into the world.

“My motto is if I fail this time, I will hold on for another

a London, UK company. Having this much internship

In the second semesters of her junior year, Ding Yiqian

month, because no one knows what will happen next

experiences provided Ding Yiqian with knowledge and

went to Kean University as an exchange student. During

is interesting and I hope I can work in this field."

Ding Yiqian chose Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri as the place she will do her graduate studies.

month.” Her 3.94 GPA was achieved through her efforts.
When she first entered Wenzhou-Kean University,
many students were not accustomed to learning in an
environment where English is the medium of instruction,
and Ding Yiqian was also the same. Not being accustomed
to the environment made it even more difficult for her to
learn all the specialized vocabulary in technical courses.
However, she was a smart girl. To build a good foundation,
first she persistently read Chinese books in her major field
and gradually expanded her vocabulary.
Due to her tenacity, Ding Yiqian got 710 in GMAT. The
average GMAT score in China is 585.
Her persistence was not only directed towards her
study but also towards her personal life. She insisted on
exercising during all four years in university.

Read More
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Lu lu: A Girl Dedicated to Research

City to participate in the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and

Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and

Electronic Engineers) conference,which is one of the

Biology Society.

Written by Tang Jinyu, Translated by Pan Xiaoyun

most authoritative academic research conferences in

Major: Computer Science

Graduate Destination: Not Decided

bioinformatics and biomedicine studies.

Two research experiences helped her to determine her
future. She plans to do further research in clinic informatics

22-year-old Lu lu had a very different university life

She is most interested in exploring ways of applying them

As an undergraduate researcher, Lu lu’s excellent

than other female students. She chose to specialize

to scientific areas to produce effects that can achieve more

presentation received much praise from attending

computer programming during her four years as a

than expected. In her Junior year, a cloud clinic platform

professors and scholars.

student. She has three publications now, and she is

project was given to her. This project was started by a few

Lu lu also experienced more in her journey to Kansas

determined to be a PhD in the future.

WKU students who graduated in 2017; as the leader of the

City. They also went to the headquarter of Cerner

new project team, Lu lu has been improving it since then.

Corporation, which is one of the leading electronic medical

It is never an easy thing to conduct scientific research.

and bioinformatics.
Lu lu has received offers from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, the University of Michigan--Ann Arbor,
the University of Minnesota Twin City, and an offer to
pursue a PhD at Arizona State University.

Lulu said she never thought about what she really

The new project team cooperated with Wenzhou

companies in the United States. The U.S. has the most

Although traveling on a rough road, Lu lu walks with a firm

wanted. However, four-year university life taught her

Makepower Electronics Co., Ltd.; they developed the

advanced electronic medical system in the world, which

and clear mind.

to think about her real interests which turns out to be

local electronic medical record system into an electronic

made Lu lu realize that computers have a much wider

doing research.

record system based on cloud storage. On this basis, a

application in electronic medical treatment.

recommendation system was installed to provide patients

After returning to the university, she participated in

with drug recommendations and accessorial diagnosis

biology professor Meng Yu’s project focuses on computer

functions auxiliary diagnostic functions.

simulating the toxic mechanism of peptides. Their paper

“After doctors entering the patient’s symptoms, the
system will provide a possible disease diagnosis based on
the patient’s symptoms and disease’s effect. It can assist
doctors with diagnoses and reduce the error rate. With
our research project’s achievement, medical data can be
shared beyond one hospital. Hospitals using this system
can store all their data on the cloud for sharing which can
greatly reduce the cost of IT maintenance.” Lu lu said.
In November 2017, Lu lu and her major classmate Hu
Sunhao brought their research achievement to Kansas

has just been accepted to 40th Annual International

Read More
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Xu Jingjing: I Have Found a Prairie in Wenzhou-Kean University

person. Sudan was isolated because of his serious illness.

Written by Yu Ziqi, Translated by Pan Xiaoyun Zhou Yilin

and they told her that even though Sudan was seriously ill,

Major: Finance

Graduate Destination: Duke Kunshan University, Environmental Policy major

Xu Jingjing was moved by the work the staff was doing,
many people were still working hard to save this species.

“Life is not like a slowly fading hourglass, nor the

University, the University of Massachusetts Amherst

slowly flowing Heraclitus River. It should be the

and the University of Denver.

She and her partners shared their experience in Librairie
Avant-garde with young dreamers after returning to China.

Thomson's gazelle leaping on a prairie, or the wild
buffalo defending themselves with two horns. It

Furthermore, she tried to tell more and more people about
She took her first biology class in the summer semester

wild animal protection. Now, she has decided to study the

of her sophomore year and was inspired to minor in

Environmental Policy major at Duke Kunshan University.

biology. She had to take 22 credits in the field to complete

We hope she can continue to pursue her dream in ecology

Above is a paragraph Xu Jingjing wrote in her

the minor, so she purposely registered in more biology-

and species protection.

diary, and it is a picture of her ideal life in the

related courses to earn her earn enough credits during

asking her to join the Wen Rui Tang River research project.

future. Minoring in biology and researching how to

her exchange semesters at Kean University. Though she

She agreed at once and joined the team as soon as she

improve the environment of the Wen Rui Tang River.

ran into many difficulties while taking high-level biology

returned to Wenzhou-Kean University. Every month she

Xu participated with a professor in wild animals’

courses, she enjoyed the experience. “It was fascinating to

was required to collect, analyze, and perform experiments

protection in Africa. As graduation approached,

dissect sharks, turtles and giant frogs from North America

on water samples taken from the Wen Rui Tang River.

she determinedly decided to pursue further study

with my classmates.”

should be full of liveliness and dramatic.”

In this project, Xu Jingjing mainly studied the predatory

in environmental and biological protection area. Xu

During her junior year she was still in the U.S. and

relationship of rotifers which was filled with difficulties for a

Jingjing now has received offers from Duke Kunshan

received an email from biology professor Toby Michelena

finance major student who had never been systematically
trained to conduct such a study. The severe water pollution
made her realize that merely protecting animals is far from
enough. Only when the environment is improved, can
animals be better protected.
During last winter vacation, Xu Jingjing went to Kenya
to study wild animal protection. Here, she met the last
remaining male Northern white rhinoceros named Sudan
who died 22 days later.
In Kenya's OI Pejeta Conservancy, Xu Jingjing
accidentally met Sudan while interviewing a security

Read More
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Shi Yichen: A Senior English Major Student’s Growth

faculty, Shi Yichen has made many friends. The

Graduate Destination: Studying TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) in University of Edinburgh

and interests, and culture which have overturned

Written by Zhou Yihan, Translated by Dong Zixin

some of his previous perceptions about other

Major:English

topics of their conversations involve study, hobbies

countries, and given him new perspectives on the
Before graduation, the English major student Shi
Yichen has received six offers in total from world-

In addition, Shi Yichen has joined the student

renowned universities, including the University of

council to speak for WKU students’ rights and

Edinburgh, the University of Leeds, and the University

interests. He also attended the World Internet

of Melbourne.

this habit lasted all the way into his third year. By

Conference (Wuzhen summit) and communicated

immersing himself in this English environment every

with undergrads from Qinghua university, Fudan

At the beginning of his first year, he was asked

day, his English has been greatly improved to the

University, and other regions around the world who

to revise his English essays five or six times by

point that he scored 7.5 on IELTS.

were also attending.

the professors; but he could barely reach the

During the second year, many of his classmates

He has also kept one important hobby: regular

professor's expectations back then. “When I was

changed their majors to business, but he remained

exercise. Strength and endurance offered him

writing essays, I still first thought in Chinese, and

in English because of his great passion for the

enough energy to study and being in good shape

then translated into English in my mind. Thus I

language.

has boosted his confidence.

always failed to write it well. The only solution to

During the four years in university, Shi Yichen did

Now, Shi Yichen has decided to study TESOL at

this problem was to read, write and speak English

not really exert all his efforts on study. Instead, he

the University of Edinburgh, and also plans to join

more,” said Shi Yichen.

paid even more attention to communication and

a master program related to translation. He said:

other skills.

“For me, language is a sophisticated tool since it

At a time, he has finished reading a severalhundred-thousand-word English novel within one

During the interview, Shi Yichen mentioned many

month. During his spare time, he made full use of

times that he loves communicating with others a

the oversea faculty in WKU as great resources for

lot. He is convinced that if he communicates with

He also mentioned his favorite saying which he

learning by visiting their offices a couple times per

different kinds of people, only then can he receive

heard from a professor and found to be useful: “Be

week to ask questions. Starting in his first year, he

diverse information to broaden his horizons.

young, have fun and make mistakes.”

memorized 30 or 40 English words every day and
Read More

world.

Throughout the frequent exchanges with oversea

can cross disciplines and cultures and finally cross
communicative barriers.”
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ZhouQi: University is a Time for Cultivating One's Wisdom and Spirit

found that the master programs of finance in top

for anything. Diligence and optimism are the only

American universities are prone to quantitative

sufficient sources of energy.

Graduate Destination: Master of Quantitative Finance, Washington University in St. Louis

finance. She said, “An applicant has advantages

Currently, Zhou has offers from the finance

Written by Jiang Shumai, Translated by Feng Yutong

if he or she gets high grades on the quantitative-

program of Johns Hopkins University, Washington

related courses, like calculus, linear algebra,

University in St. Louis, Brandeis University,

Major: Finance

ZhouQi, whose undergraduate GPA is 3.98 is smart

Zhou stepped into the third year, she began to be

statistics, econometrics and other Computer

University of Maryland, College Park (which also

and hardworking. She took more than the required

more efficient with her time after deciding to study

Science courses.” Hence, Zhou got permission

includes a $15000 scholarship), the University of

course as an undergraduate. She issued an economic

abroad. Unlike before, she changed her focus to

from Kean University to take calculus and linear

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Chinese University

research paper and gained four internships with

academics during the school year but wasted no

algebra courses which are normally only open for

of Hong Kong. She chose the Master of Finance-

vibrant experiences. To Zhou, life in university is a

time in joining in extracurricular activities during

Computer Science students. Additionally, Zhou

Quantitative of Washington University in St. Louis.

time for cultivating one’s wisdom and spirit.

vacations.

proposed the idea of opening an econometrics

In her opinion, her undergraduate program focused

Zhou started doing internships during the winter

course. She gathered 10 students to join in the

on management while her master program is

and summer holidays of her first year, and her

course and met the student number requirement.

quantitative-related. She wants to do research in the

resume includes 4 separate internships. During

Zhou said, she never worries about personal gains

the third-year summer vacation, Zhou worked

or loses. She believes that there is no easy shortcut

as an assistant for the project manager in the
headquarter of the trust company of PetroChina.
That was the first time she wrote detailed reports
by herself, including three due diligence reports, a
program practicability report, and a risk and asset
management report. The reports contained almost
seventy thousand words and discussed two billion
Zhou shows her foreseeability when she makes
decisions. She said, “I know how to plan my life,
when to do more and when to do less.”

RMB.
To apply to the graduate program of quantitative
finance, Zhou finished linear algebra, calculus,

During the first and second years, she tried a lot

econometrics and other relevant courses to gain

to enrich her life, such as working hard, joining in

more knowledge after fulfilling her major courses. In

school clubs, doing voluntary work, and finding

addition, Zhou searched for application information

internships during vacations. Conversely, when

on U.S. graduate schools official websites. She

Read More

quantitative field and keep her fingers on the pulse
of big-data era.
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Zhu Kaiwei: Design, is My Second Language

had to picture out every detail on two pieces of A3

Written by Jiang Shumai, Translated by Feng Yutong

work even one mistake occurred. She was, like other

Major: Graphic Design

Graduate Destination: University of New South Wales, Design Major

size paper for everything, and they had to redo the

19

She also designed logo for Protection of Tibetan
antelope to ask more attention on this issue.

students, quite confused about this requirement

She believes excellent designing is not about

As one of the first class of graduated students from

at the beginning. However, she gradually realized

creating but about the process to discover.

Wenzhou-Kean University, for the past four years, Zhu

that by drawing she was developing a better

Inspiration can be accumulated by knowledge and

Kaiwei has become a design expert from a beginner.

understanding of front, word size, and balancing in

experience, she realizes.

She grew up a lot in her four-year design learning life,

design.

“Graphic design is my major, but I won’t limit

so as the Graphic Design major in Wenzhou-Kean
University.

myself in this area. I need to know other skills. So I
As exposed to more designing courses, Zhu

am trying to build my self-study ability to learn more

Kaiwei started to know advertisement, Animation

other design software.” She believes, designing is

She thinks designing is art that serves the majority,

design, and other class. She kept practicing her

developing, so learning shall never stop.

and she loves to express her ideas and opinions

skills professionally. In her point of view, designing

through different design work. Designing has become

is art that serves the majority and the society. she

Now, Zhu Kaiwei has received offer from University

Zhu Kaiwei’s second language.

tried to express herself to the outside world by her

of New South Wales, and she is waiting for the offer

designing work.

from University of the Arts London. For the plan

Zhu Kaiwei also experienced confusion when

after graduation, Zhu Kaiwei thinks there are many

she just became a Graphic Design student. She

Noticing that the population of depression is

areas she can apply her Graphic Design skills, so

was never an art student before, and there were

expanding as more people are under great social

she will not harsh to focus on a specific area. She

not many major design courses but some general

pressure, Zhu Kaiwei designed a series poster of

will absorb as much new knowledge as possible in

English courses in her freshman year. Until the

“depression”. She learned from previous detailed

graduation study about designing to create more

Typograph design class in sophomore year, Zhu

surveys that the causes of depression vary from

opportunity for her future.

Kaiwei really came into contact with the design. The

different social identities. According to this survey,

first thing she needed to learn is how to arrange a

she used different colors and characters to design

poster well.

this serious of works, appealing to the society to
pay more attention to this vulnerable group.

Though they have printing devices, the professor
asked the students to draw the poster first. She
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Zhou Yilun: Make Friends with Ping-pong and Become a Better Person
Major: Accounting (with emphasis on international standards)
Graduate Destination: The University of Melbourne
Written by Li Yue, Translated by Mao Siqi
During four years in Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU),

For Zhou Yilun, the university is like a Ping-pong

Zhou Yilun, who majors in accounting, established

competition. With his tenacity and hard work, he will

the WKU Ping-pong Association and led the school

end his university life by putting a spin on the ball.

team to the Zhejiang Province College Students Pingpong Championships for the top 8 schools. At the

When he was a sophomore, Zhou Yilun established

same time, he studied hard. He earned a Freshmen

the first Ping-pong Association at WKU. When

Scholarship and also won the Dean’s Scholarship

talking about the reasons why he did that, he said

(Academic, Leadership, Sports) several times. In

one reason was his love for Ping-pong and he also

mixed division in the Wenzhou College Freshmen

Writing down the time for every assignment and

addition, he was elected to the Student Council when

desired to let more people know about WKU and its

Ping-pong Championships and eighth place of the

exam on the calendar and starting to prepare for

he was a junior.

students through Ping-pong.

mixed doubles in the Zhejiang Province College

exams two weeks in advance is the method Zhou

Students Ping-pong Championships. Ping-pong

Yilun has followed for four years.

Creating something from nothing is never easy. In
order to establish the Ping-pong Association, Zhou

Read More

Association was elected as the Five-star Club with
the hard work of the whole team in 2017.

Yilun did almost all the preparation work: writing

“WKU is a small society. I met many challenges
and got many opportunities.” Reflecting on the

Association Principals in Chinese and English,

Besides doing well in the club, Zhou Yilun kept did

four years in WKU, Zhou Yilun said sincerely that

getting the permission of different departments,

well in academics and won academic scholarships

it was the diverse and opened environment that

recruiting new members and organizing activities.

several times. His name always appeared on the

changed him from introvert to being open to

Complex application procedures did not reduce his

Dean's List which honors excellent students every

others. He became more mature and wished to

passion to establish the Ping-ping Association and a

year.

communicate with others more often.

school team.
His team reached the semifinals of the Wenzhou
College Students Ping-pong & Badminton

“Once I start doing something, I will try my best.”
This is the principal Zhou Yilun set for himself.

Competition. Further they took second place in the

When talking about his plans after the graduation,
Zhou Yilun said he has chosen to study in a
graduate program at the University of Melbourne.

men's division of the Wenzhou Division of Chinses

“Ping-pong is a sport which can make me relaxed,

College Students Ping-pong League, the first in the

and I focus the rest of my time on studying.”

In the future, he will try his best and be sincere and
tenacious.
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Zhao Jialu：Go Where the Heart Leads with No Hesitations
Major: International Accounting

Graduate Destination: Instructor of TOEFL in New Oriental School

Written by Li Yue, Translated by Zhang Cui
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Liberal Arts, translate ancient Chinese poetry.
Further, she became an Admission Ambassador
and started teaching speech classes at Wenzhou

“When I look back, the failures and successes that I

the whole class, I understood nothing except the

have tasted merge to form what I am now and what

name and the nationality of the professor,” said

I will be in the future,” Cathy( Zhao Jialu) said with

Cathy.

deep emotion as she recalled the past four years in

Experimental Middle School as a student teacher
Cathy was chosen to be one of the outstanding

However, due to her unyielding spirit, she never

graduates this year, who spoke to hundreds of

lost heart. Starting in August, she practiced for

people in English: “I enjoy the time when I am on

nearly four months until November when she signed

the stage very much, especially, when the audience

“Finding different directions for different students” is

up for a campus English Speech Contest, as a way

shows their appreciation and affirmation which

part of what WKU advocates in its school ideology.

to force herself to step out onto the platform and

makes me more confident.”

Wenzhou Kean University (WKU).

speak in public.
Cathy first came to WKU from Henan as a

In the beginning, Cathy judged other students

Oriental school in Xi’an. She made up her mind

beginner in spoken English. She still remembers

After that English Speech Contest, she began

only on their grades in high school. However, her

to try and submitted her resume. In the final round

when she took her first English class. “Throughout

helping professor Nikita who is in the College of

thinking gradually changed while interacting with

of interviews, all her competitors were returnees

classmates and foreign professors at WKU from

who have gotten their master degrees in language

different parts of the world.

majors. Attributing to her years of public speaking
experience, she managed to get the job at New

In the summer vacation of her freshman year, a

Oriental School.

classmate persuaded her to go on an adventure.
She went aboard and deeply explored Australia,

Cathy recently got an offer from the Australian

where she spent 48 days on a work exchange. It

National University in Applied Linguistics for her

was because of this 48-day exploration that she

Master Degree. However, she decided to work first.

decided to experience her future with a more

Working in New Oriental School, she hopes to find

optimistic and more open mindset.

out her shortcomings and what she wants to study
in the future. Then she will apply to graduate school

During the summer holiday of her third year,
Cathy happened to notice a job posting from New
Read More

again. “In doing so,” said Cathy, “ I should be
clearer about what I want to do.”
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ZhouYixiao: I am Master of My Life

dance before, and he found it charming." That impressed Zhou.

Graduate Destination: The Chinese University of Hong Kong

western people have few ideas about Chinese culture.“Chinses

Major: Accounting (with emphasis on international standards and practices) (B.S.)
Written by Wang Shu, Translated by Feng Yutong

She felt that, except for Chinese Kongfu and Chinatowns,
Read More

culture is extensive and profound. I want young people from
other countries to know more about Chinese dance,” she

The American thinking style promoted by WKU

exclaimed.

was unacceptable to Zhou at first because she grew
up studying in the traditional Chinese education

Zhou is an experienced traveler and traveled to the US,

system. It is common knowledge that time and

Belgium, Holland, Turkey, Israel, Jordan, South America and

experience can solve difficulties. Zhou began to

Japan during her four years at WKU. To Zhou, travel is the best

read a lot of English materials and turned to faculty

way to know the world.

and students for help, through which she was
eventually able to grasp and practice the new way

Zhou said that the four years at WKU provides students

of thinking.

a complete American learning environment while still giving
time for the study of Chinese culture, and she appreciates

When Zhou was a first-year student, she was

both. Thanks to the combination of two cultures, she has

invited to dance in the closing ceremony of the

ZhouYixiao is a quiet girl with a sweet smile. She is

opportunities to expand her horizon about the world.

Han customs cultural festival. It was the first time

that, she began to learn Han dance and

she learned about Han dance and costume. After

traditional Chinese dance through online

Zhou chose Hong Kong as her next destination because

videos, and she even uploaded her own

it is a transfer station for global commerce, where one can

original dance videos.

experience multiple cultures. She chose the master program

an accounting major and is usually busy with reading

in social science in the global political economy at the Chinese

report forms, calculating, and checking accounts, but

When she was an exchange student

University of Hong Kong where students mainly study the

her life is more than that. She is an excellent dancer,

at Kean, she was invited to perform

market economy from the point of view of different economic

a member of the cheer leading squad, and a zealous

traditional Chinese dance in the

contexts and cultural diversity. Zhou said, “I am looking

traveler. To Zhou, the university provides a stage, on

exchange student party. After the dance,

forward to it. I want to jump out of the current circularity of life

which she is both a director and a star. She believes

a Kean classmate embraced her. "He told

and become immersed in different cultures. I may meet more

that only we can direct our own wonderful film of life.

me that he had never seen this kind of

opportunities and experience a more wonderful life.”
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